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ABSTRACT

Recent years have witnessed the development of several theordtical models.
of cooperative group working based on the concept of role playing within stnlCtured activities. This paper proposes that the widespread implementation and
adoption of products based on these models is critically' dependent on a framework for managing and integrating activities within working environments. The
tenn activity management is introduced to refer to the process of planning,
administrating and executing activities according to the various management policies defined within local environments. The requirements of activity management are then discussed with particular emphasis on two key concepts: the use of
a high-level notation for expressing management requirements and the need for
an activitY management ar~t'jtecture suppcrti~g the m'anagemerit of activities
within. distributed computer systems. The overall goal of this paper is therefore
to define a program of research to progress activity based models of group workingtowards viable and useful implementations.

1. Introduction
Research into Computer Supported Cooperative Work involves the study of a wide range of disciplines. At one end of the scale, research into human factors and theories of human communication have led to the development of theoretical models for describing structures or patterns of
group communication [1]. These models aim to provide a mechanism, often a language, for
describing different patterns of group working. At the other end; Lhe erLhancement and extension
of existing communication technologies is leading towards the development of new CSCW services providing far richer support for cooperative working than is currently available [2].

i
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A common motivation behind much of this research appears to be the development of generic
tools enabling the design and configuration of a wide variety of communication systems. For
example, in defining their Structure Definition Language (SDL), the COSMOS project has aimed
·for a mechanism whereby users can configure their own communication [3]. The AMIGO
Advanced project also purposefully describe the application of their Amigo Activity Model
(AAM) in "designing concrete group communication activities" [4]. However, in order to realise
these ambitions, several issues have to be addressed concerning the relationship between activities* and the environments within which they occur:

*Although this paper recognises that Amigo and Cosmos activities are not identical concepts, the conclusions
ofthis paper are applicable to both models. Thus, the tenn is used to refer to both Amigo ane! Cosmos activities. For a comparison of the two see [1].
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Activities do not exist in isolation. Instead, they may be related in a variety of ways. For
example, multiple activities might share the same resources or might be assigned relative
priorities.

•
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Mechanisms for dynamic role and resource allocation need to be defined so that optimal use
is made of an organisation's human and system resources when shared between a set of ongoing activities.
•
In order to design or configure new activities, information describing the behaviour of
current activities must be gathered and analysed. For example, productivity and performance indicators or Identification of bottlenecks and error analysis.
These are just a few of the issues to be addressed when integrating activity based systems within
office, and other, environments. More generally, they fall under the banner of activity management, a term referring to the support required for planning, administrating and controlling activities within a variety of working environments.
The general requirement for activity management has been noted within recent literature and
several groups-have provided an initial outline of the required functionality [4, 5, 6]. However,
up to now the development of activity based models has mainly concentrated on the internal
structure of activities (Le. descriptions of roles, rules and messages) as opposed to the relationships between activities and the external world. Without extensive support for activity management, activity based systems are unlikely to be widely accepted within the commercial world
where tasks and projects typically occur within a structured environment. For example, iSsues
such as task priorities, scheduling and job allocation are .often subject to well defined management policies. Activity management addresses another important commercial requirement,
na"TIely the need for status ~id perfonna.l1ce information enabling strategic 111allageraelit decisioflS
to' be made. Statistics are required for the control of current activities, the planning of future
activities and the development of new group communication applications.
The primary goal of this paper is therefore to define the requirements of activity management
with the intention of bridging the gap between the developing activity based models of group
working and real world technologies and working environments. In doing so, the paper develops
two key concepts:
The use of a high-level notation for expressing maIlagement requirements.
ij
The need for an activity management architecture supportingihemanagement of activities
within distributed computer systems.
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way:
•
Section two defines activity management in teims of its objectives, timcscales and management functional areas.
e

•

Section three describes the requirement for a high-level notation for expressing activity
management policies and defines some of the functionality which such a notation should
provide.

•

Section four outlines a distributed architecture for activity management enabling this functionality to be realised within distributed computer systems.

2. Objectives of activity management
The term activity management was introduced in the previous section to describe the relationships between activities and the environments within which they occur. This section presents a
more detailed definition of activity management by first examining its objectives and timescales
and second identifying a range of management "functional areas".
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The underlying model assumed by this paper is that group working can be structured in tenns of a
range of activities occurring within various working "environments" which represent the humans,
resources, projects and groups within organisations (the tenn environment is used infonnally
here, but is defined more rigorously in section four). Activity management describes the control
and monitoring of these activities according to a set of environment wide management policies.
2.1. Short, medium and long term goals
By refining the objectives of more general network and distributed systems management [7], a
range of objectives for activity management can been identified. These may be conveniently
characterised according to whether they define short, medium or long tenn goals.
•
Operational control concerns the immediate run-time control of activities in order to
maintain adequate levels of service. Critical issues include error handling, reporting and
recovery as well as immediate perfonnance monitoring and control.
•
Administration describes a range of medium tenn Issues concerning the configuration of
activities and their binding humans and resources. For example, role allocatiori, naming,
prioritising and scheduling.

to
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Analysis and planning concerns the gathering and analysis of infonnation describing the
ThIssupports'iliepfannriig-ofnew management, policies, '
strategies for acquiring new resources and the design of new activities. The latter is particularlyimportant in the context of "configurable" systems where there is a requirement for
feedback into the design process.
The broad objectives and timescales of activity management are summarised by the following
table.
'

"lofigfefufoenavfour'ofacifvTties'.

Activity management timescales
timescale
examples
seconds-minutes ' run:-time error handling
performance monitoring
administration
role and resource allocation
minutes-hours
prioritising and scheduling
planning and analysis days-months
performance evaluation.
fault analysis; accounting
objective
operational control

A study of existing activity based systems reveals at least partial support for the administration of
activities (e.g. procedures for instantiation) and also some mention of operational control [4, 8].
However, these systems appear to provide little support for the analysis and planning of activities.
2.2. Management functional areas
In addition to these general objectives and timescalcs, activity management may be defined in
terms of several management functional areas~ Management functional areas have been introduced into models of network management as a method of partitioning the huge range of possible
management functions into a more manageable set of topics [9]. This technique would appear to
be equally applicable to activity management. The following paragraphs examine the relevance
of network management functional areas to a the specific management of activities.
'
Management issues may be divided into five functional areas.
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Management Functional Areas
Configuration and naming
PeIformance
Security
Fault and error
Accounting

,
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Configuration and naming management is primarily concerned with binding the components
of an activity to the humans and resources present within an environment. This is more commonly known as "instantiation" and involves a wide range of issu,es such as naming the activity,
allocating roles ahd system agents. The key aspect of ~onfiguration management is dynamically
controlling the sharing of resources between multiple activities. Thus, configuration management
goes beyond instantiation to consider the reconfiguration of an activity during its lifetime.
Performance management involves monitoring and maintaining the peIformance of activities.
Network peIformance issues include speed, throughput and utilIsation. However, there is no
obvious corresponding general measure of peIformance for activities as a whole and different
types of activity are likely to be subject to different peIformance criteria. Furthermore, a distinction has to be made between the peIfonnance of the underlying system, the subject of systems
and network management, and activity specific measures of peIformance involving humans.
Activity performance might be better measured in terms of productivity, a term which implies
greater consideration for the human aspects of group working. Research into productivity and
computer systems might provide valuable input to this topic [IQ].
Security m~magement covers a range of security related issues. For example, policies for the
authentication of roles (e.g. are public key techniques required or would encrypted passwords
suffice?), specifying encryption techniques for messages and managing access controls whiCh
govern visibility of activities, roles and information (e.g. providing support for private activities).
Security within communications systems is an established research topic and a range of literature
exists which might provide useful input to research into activity specific management [11, 12]. '
Fault and error management involves specifying policies for identifying classes of error, specifying error handling mechanisms and describing error logging and reporting techniques. A key
issue to be resolved concerns the relationship between errors and defeasibility. One of the design
goals of the Cosmos Structure Definition Language was that rules, within activities should be
defeasible, that is overturnable in certain contexts without prejudice [3]. In other words, a deliberate choice to break the rules of an activity shouid not be regarded as an error in the sense of
the failure of a piece of software of hardware. The same distinction might also be applied to
"unconsumed actions" within activities. Research into activity fault and error management
should address this distinction, perhaps via the further development of existing mechanisms supporting defeasibility (e.g. SPACE in SDL).
Accounting management is concerned with management policies for accounting and billing.
This includes specifying who is responsible for payment and which algorithms are to be used for
charging. It is likely that accounting policies will vary greatly with both activity and environment. Accounting management is likely to be a critical issue within commercial systems.
In summary, this section has refined the concept of activity management by considering manage-

ment in terms of a range 'of timescales and functional areas. The following section proposes the
development of a notation for expressing activity management policies and presents examples of
how such a notation might support these issues.
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3. A notation for activity management
3.1. Initial inputs to an activity
A study of current activity models and implementations reveals that the following general steps
are required in order to initiate an activity (see figure one).
•
Specification of the activity's communication structure (Cosmos) or activity template
(Amigo Advanced) using a formal notation such as SDL or the (AAM). This defines the
rules, roles, junctions/actions and message objects which combine to implement the
activity.
•
Instantiation of the activity using knowledge of local organisational structure and. systems.
For example: descriptions of people, their roles and r~sponsibilities; descriptions· of equipment and systems; descriptions of departments, projects and groups.

communication
f---~
structure

local
information

Figure I: Inputs to an activity
This paper proposes that, in order to meet the objectives of activity management, a third input is
required in the form of local activity management policies (see figure two). These provide a
high-level specification of how the elements of the commuriication structure should be mapped
onto the humans and resources in the local environment and also how the activity should be mon~
itored and controlled. As an example of a "highc.level" policy, the binding of a tole might be
described in terms of the general characteristics that the role-player should ·possess. Local
activity management policies·· should facilitate the full range of management functionality
specified in the previous section.

local
management
policies

communication
structure t---~

local
information

Figure 2: Inclusion of management policies within an activity
It is important to understand the distinction between these different inputs.
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The communication structure provides a global template for the actIvIty which is
independent of the local environment. For example, the general structure of a "conference"
can be defined across a range of environments..

•

The local management policies provide a high-level specification of how the activity is to
be run within a specific environment and detennine its relation to other activities within that
environment. Thus, management policies specify the local aspects of an activity. For
example, conference security and accounting might be subject to different requirements
within different environments.

•

Local infonnation describing the structure and resources available within an organisation is
contained within the local organisational information base.
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The distinction between global structures/patterns and local management policies is one of the
key points made by this paper.
3.2. Whatis meant by a "management policy"
Before-progressing-further,-it-is-necessi;lry-to-clar.if-y-·the-meaning-ef-the-t€nn~management-pel

icy" as used in this paper. A management policy is a statement of how some management nmction is to be perfonned. For example, a policy might specify how a role is to be configured by
providing a list of names for role-players or, more generally, a description of their characteristics.
The policy should be abstract enough to shield the policy maker from minutiae such as managing
specific network addresses, and yet be concrete enough so that it can be automatically interpreted
by an automated management system.
'
Strategic organisational policies which might be defined by management (e.g. reduce production
costs by 10%, weekly reports to be published by 9:00 AM: each Monday) are not coveted by lhe
tenn "management policy". Implementing such strategic policies requires human decision making. Instead, the goal of this paper is to provide management with a tool which i) supports strategic decision making by providing relevant statistical information and ii) implements specific
policies arising from strategic decisions. Perhaps the management policies outlined in this paper
would better be described as "medium-level" in the sense that they bridge the gap between very
high-level strategic policies and very specific low-level functions.
In summary, humans make and interpret strategic and political decisions. The activity management system interprets specific management policies arising from these decisions.

3.3. A formal notation
Several formal notations exist for specifying communication structures/patterns within activities
(e.g. SDL, AAM). These define the objects to be managed for each activity in terms such as
rules, roles, functions/actions and message objects. This paper proposes that a fonnal notation
for expressing activity management poliCies is also required and, furthennore, that such a notation could be developed as an extension or annotation of these existing notations.

is

The specification of a formal notation for activity management
a topic requiring extensive
research and 'is likely to require a detailed analysis, and perhaps further development, of existing
notations for specifying activities themselves. Bearing this in mind, the following paragraphs
provide only a brief sketch of how such a notation might be developed. The reader is advised
that this exercise is not intended to be either formal or exhaustive; it merely serves as an indication of the general functionality which might be supported.
Management policies are associated with managed objects. In the case of activity management,
managed objects are defined by the components of activity definitions. For the sake of argument,
this paper will adopt SDL as a means of specifying these elements, although other models such as
the AAM would do equally well. SDL defines the following classes of managed object:
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Managed ohiccts in SDL
Activities
Roles
Message·objects
Rules
Actions

A variety of management policies might be associated with each managed object, covering the
.
entire range of timescales and functional areas described in section two.
Activities
Various management policies might be associated with an activity as a whole. The activity might
be assigned a priority relative to other activities. Rules for constructing activity names might be
specified. Policies for assigning a "coordinating agent" [4] (system or human) might be provided.
Roles

u

Role Cl11()c.ationjassignment is a key aspect of role management. Policies might be expressed in
tenns of lists of names .or, where an X.500 Directory service is available, a named list or search
criteria (e.g. this role may be allocated to anyone whose title is "programmer" and who is experienced in Fortran) [13]. Security policies might specify the authentication level associated with a
role (e.g. must use a "strong" public key technique or may be unauthenticated) or may assign a
security clearance level to the role (e.g. can aCcess top-secret, classified or public infonnation).
Fault handling policies might specify "back-up" role players for a critical role.
Message objects
A range of management policies might be applied to message objects. Configuration policies
might allocate meSSage storage agents for specific classes of message. Security policies might
specifyencryption mechanisms or assign security levels for messages (e.g, a "vote" might be
encrypted and secret). Perfonnance policies might be concerned With recording the siie and
number of specific message classes.
Actions

Actions describe both the exchange and manipulation of message objects by various roles.
Actions might provide a suitable hoo}c on which to hang performa.nce a.nd productivity monitoring policies by measuring the number of exchanges orthe number of objects created·. ForexampIe, theperfonnance of a "voting" activity might be measured in tenns of the percentage of votes
cast. The perfbrrnanceof a bulletin board by the frequency/volumeofpostings ona specific topic
(thus supporting a manager in making strategic decisions· such as when to remove a topic or split
a congested topic into sub-topics). An alternative approach might be to set and measure time
constraints on actions. Actions might also provide a hook for accounting policies (e.g. who pays
for a specific exchange and how are they charged)~
.
Rules
Rules are used to group and trigger actions. Policies might be specified for unconsumed or unexpected actions (the issue of defeasibility needs to be considered at this point). Perfonnance might
also be indicated in tenns of unconsumed actions, possibly identifying bottlenecks or
inefficiencies in the structure of the activity.
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In summary, an SDL communication structure (or AAM Activity Template) defines the managed
objects for a specific class of activity and therefore provides a framework on which management
policies may be hung. This suggests that a formal notation for activity management, supporting
policies such as those identified above, might be developed as an extension/annotation of an
existing notation. It is crucial to be aware of the difference between global activity definitions
and local management policies. This distinction is further explored in the following sections
which proceed to discuss the management of multiple activities within distributed environments.
1 _

.

,
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4. Distributed activity management

The view of activity management adopted by previous sections has been limited in two major
respects:
•

Activities were considered as if they existed in isolation from other Activities.

•
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No indication was given as to how management functionality might be realised within distributedcomputer systems.
--In reality; activities do noroccur in isOlatidh.-AClivitymaIlageinent musCtberefore adotessthe-problems of multiple, concurrent activities sharing resources within a variety of environments.
Furthermore, due to the increasingly distributed nature of cooperative working, applications
based on activity models are likely to be implemented .as distributed computer systems. Distributionwill have a major impact on the management of activities. Consequently, this section considers the requirements of activity management within distributed systems. In particular, it
describes the need for a distributed systems architecture for activity management to provide a
framework for mapping between the functionality specified within the fonnal notation and underlying systems and services.
To offer a different perspective on this work, this section can also be seeri as discussing the issue
of inter-activity relationships. Previous work on activity models has briefly considered the relationships that may exist between activities and has indicated that these may take several fOrmS.
For example, parent/child relationships and relationships due to common roles. By considering
the distributed management of multiple activities, this paper is defining another type of relation~
ship, namely, "management relationships~l, between activities. Examples of management relationships might be:
-

due to the sharing of resources~
•
~elationships due to the relative priorities of activities.
The underlying model of ac~ivity ma.:.lagement assurncd by this paper is of various en.vironments
containing humans and resources which are dynamically allocated to activities according to
management policies. The environment concept is of paramount importance to activity management and will be central to the development of a distributed management architecture.
e

..

,,~ '\

Relatio~sllips

4.1. Environments
An environment defines a space within which actIVIty management occurs. In general, an
environment represents some organisational structure such as a company, a departrnentor a group
and "contains" the humans and resources existing within that structure. The environment
represents the boundary of administrative authority for the structure and therefore may also contain local management policies. Examples of environments might be, "The University of Nottingham", "The Big Computer Corp" or "The Sales Department within the Big Computer Corp".
A key feature of environments is that they may be overlapping or even nested in terms of the both
humans and resources they contain and the boundaries of administrative authority they define
(e.g. departments within a company).
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The concept of environments was developed within the AMIGO MHS+ project l6J and a more
detailed discussion is presented elsewhere in these proceedings [14]. In addition, environments
are closely related to management domains as described within network and systems management [9].

n

4.2. An architecture for distributed activity management
In order to realise the complex functionality of the activity management notation within distributed systems, a framework is required to express the relationships between managed objects,'
activities, policies and resources. This framework, called the activity management architecture,
provides a mechanism for locating resources within potentially vast distributed systems and for
constraining the effects of management policies, both in terms of organisational and system
boundaries.
A range of distributed system architectures have been specified by previous CSCW research:
e
The Amigo MHS+ project developed a distributed architecture for group communication
systems including management protocols and operations.
---eThe Amigo Advancedprojecralso-specified a -distrlbutedarchiteCnftejfieltidih1Ca General -Activity Management Agent with the ability to "instantiate, terminate,· cancel and monitor
Activity I n s t a n c e s " . - ·
_. _._m
-..
e

The Cosmos project specified a layered systems architecture containing the Cosmos Information Service, an activity information service suppoiting management functions for the
configuration of activities [15].
This paper proposes that these architectures require further development in order to support the
full range of activity management functionality identified in previous sections, The following
paragraphs therefore outline an activity management architecture, based on a combination of the
above approaches, which might provide a suitable foundation for this work.
Environments form the basic components of the activity management architecture. Each
environment contains "local" Activities, resources, humans and manageinentpolicies. In addition, each environment contains a local Activity Management System CAMS). The AMS receives
management requests via a well defined set of operations and executes these according to the
local management policies. Furthermore, the AMS maintains a local Activity Management Inf()r~
mation Base representing the current state of known activities. It should be emphasised that the
locus of effect of any management request is defined by the environment within which it is executed. For example, a request to allocate a role to a human with specific characteristics might
involve a search of all humans in the local environment. However. humans outside of this
environrhent would not be considered.
The key to distributed management is that environments might overlap or be nested, reflecting
the relationships between organisations and systems. Furthermore, environments might span a
range of geographical locations thus supporting distributed Activities. The activity management
architecture now appears as a set of environments, potentially related in complex ways, each containing a local AMS and associated management policies.
A mechanism is required for the navigation of management functions to the correct AMS for a
given activity. One approach to the navigation of management operations was identified within
the Amigo MHS+ project where the global Directory service is used to store environment
descriptions containing the names of their associated Activity Management Agents. Consequently, the target AMS for a given operation can be determined by inspecting the relevant
environment description stored in the Directory. In addition, environment descriptions might
identify current Activities and notable objects within the environment, thus providing a global
activity information service. This use of the Directory to store environment descriptions is more
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fully described in the Amigo MHS+ final report (6].
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4.3. Future development of the aCtivity management architecture
The developmentofa detailed activity management architecture, complete with Activity
Management Systems, environment descriptions and navigation mechanisms, requires further
research. In particular, the following problems should be addressed:
•
Specifying the functionality and protocols for an Activity Management System supp()rting
the full functionality of the activity management notation.
•
Describing the structure and contents of the Activity Management Infonnation Base.
•
Specifying mechanisms for navigating and executing management functions within a distributed framework of overlapping environments.
•
Analysing the role of the Directory· service in activity management and specifying the
necessary Directory object classes and attributes to support this.
In summary, the development of
activity management architecture and associated Activity
Management Systems is required in order to facilitate the mapping between the functionality
defined by the activity management notation and the management of activities within distributed
systems. This section has proposed a framework for this research by providing an outline ofsuch
an architecture.
.

an

5. Conclusions
Recent advances in the theory of Computer Supported Cooperative Work include the development of a number of modelling tools for representing patterns of group ·communication. In particular, the past year has witnessed the pUblication of several models and notations based on the
concept of structured activities. Work is also progressing on the use of these models to design
and configure CSCW applications based on emerging communications technologies.
Activity management refers to the support required for planning, administrating and controlling
the execution of activities. This paper has identified activity management as a key requirement
for the development and acceptance of CSCW applications based on activity models. Conse-·
quently, activity managemeIlt is cl high-:.priority research topic for the immediate futUre ..
The paper has also outlined a framework for t.hjs research in tenus of a set of management objectives and the identification of two key requirements of activity management. Activity management objectives were defined by range of timescales and functional areas. The timescales indicate
that activity rl1an.agernerlt is requireq for t.~e short-term control of activities, for tJ.~e. mid-term
administration of activities and for the long-tenn planning and development of new activities.
The·functional areas indicate that activity management is concerned with configuration andnaming, security, accounting, perfonnance and fault-handling issues.
The first key requirement identified by this paper is the need for a high-level notation for expressing the management requirements of specific activities. This notation would be used in conjunction with existing activity definitions to specify activity management policies which are local to a
specific environment. Such a notation might be developed as an extension or annotation of
current activity definition notations.
The second key requirement is for an activity management architecture supporting the implementation of these policies within distributed computer systems. Central to the specification of the
architecture is the concept of an environment as an activity management domain. Each environment contains an Activity Management System, with an associated Activity Management Information Base, which executes management operations according to local management policies.
The paper also discusses the support required for management within overlapping and nested
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environments.
Finally, the paper notes that research into activity management might draw on a wide variety of
sources. These include the activity models themselves, models of network and distributed systems management, research into human factors, security mechanisms and existing communica'
tion standards.
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